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perilous
3

a dangerous situation

unsafe          

dangerous

dismay
4

discouraged

gravelly (gravel-ly)
6

 raspy or harsh sounding

apparatus B tools or equipment made for a specific task device

essential
G

completely necessary

required           

necessary 

prestigious
K

highly respected or esteemed

distinguished 

famed

deteriorate
11

to make or become less in value or quality

decline            

worsen 

excursion 13 a short outing or trip journey

peculiar
17

something that is different or unusual

strange          

outlandish

monotonously
3

not interesting because of having to do the 

same thing over and over

dull                     

boring

barren 3 not able to produce or support growth desolate

tersely 4 brief or concise to the point of rudeness curt

bedlam
48

a situation or scene of confused disorder 

and uproar

chaos              

disorder

uncanny

49 something odd, mysterious, or unexpected 

that makes you feel uneasy

eerie            

supernatural     

weird 

supremacy 53 the state of being dominant mastery

The Story of Jumping 

Mouse (John Steptoe)

compassion                   

scornfully                       

fragrances                  

content

H is for Horse: An 

Equestrian Alphabet (Mike 

Ulmer)

instrumental                   

massacre                       

denotes                            

domestication             

lateral

Black Stallion (Walter 

Farley) E                                                                                    

Chapter 6

delegated                       

triumphant        

astonishment      

It's Raining Cats and Dogs 

(Jackie Franza)                  

torrential

Black Stallion (Walter 

Farley) E                                                                                    

Chapter 1

prow                            

lather                      

clambered                   

inert                              

accommodation
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momentum
140

the amount of motion occuring in 

something that is moving

force              

thrust

ponderously 142 awkward because of weight or size clumsy

conscientiously 143 careful, precise accurate

intrinsic
12

something that is natural or inherent

essential      

natural

futile 16 something that won't succeed hopeless

murky
23

dark, gloomy or dirty, or something that is 

not clear dismal

docility 7 easy to manage submissive

vicious
25

something that is especially cruel, harsh or 

violent

fierce           

ferocious

cunning
26

skill used in a sly or tricky way

crafty              

clever

Lewis and Clark and Me: A 

Dog's Tale (Laurie Myers)

delicacy                     

fatal                       

sentry

Black Stallion (Walter 

Farley) E                       

Chapter 14

wistfully                       

retaliated                     

clamoring

The Complete Nonsense of 

Edward Lear ( Holbrook 

Jackson)

capricious           

ingenious                  

embellished          

immense
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